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Ufology is the study of reports, visual records, physical evidence, and other phenomena related to
unidentified flying objects ().UFO reports have been subject to various investigations over the years by
governments, independent groups, and scientists. However, ufology, as a field, has been rejected by modern
academia and is considered a pseudoscience
Ufology - Wikipedia
An unidentified flying object (UFO) is an object observed in the sky that is not readily identified.Most UFOs
are later identified as conventional objects or phenomena. The term is widely used for claimed observations
of extraterrestrial spacecraft.
Unidentified flying object - Wikipedia
Above: Example of a "ring" of scorched ground from a UFO landing trace case at Delphos Kansas USA, 1971
(photo 3.5 years after the event). Over 3000 such cases of damage to the soil and plants where a UFO
landed have been recorded by 2006 in 70 countries by Ted Philips of Center for Physical Trace Research.
UFO physics, UFO propulsion, technology - hyper.net
Stan Gordon's UFO Anomalies Zone 24-hour UFO Hotline (phone/fax) 724-838-7768 â€¢
sightings@stangordon.info
Kecksburg Incident and Updates Â» Stan Gordon's UFO
The Zdany, Poland 8-Jan-2006 UFO Photos, an example of walnut-shaped UFO i.e. "flattened sphere with
ring at the equator".Reportedly the object immobilized two cars, and was moving extremely swiftly and
without noise. A series of photographs taken, read more abour the Zdany UFO photos and story at ufoinfo
and ufoevidence.Some of the best recent UFO photos.
UFO Technical Overview - UFO shapes, types, colors
Army test, UFO or deadly blizzard? Russia reopens 60yo probe of mysterious Soviet hiker deaths
SOL-WAR - Sons of Light - Warriors Alien Resistance
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The purpose of this blog is the creation of an open, international, independent and free forum, where every
UFO-researcher can publish the results of his/her research.
UFO'S - MET HET LAATSTE NIEUWS OVER UFO'S BOVEN BELGIÃ‹ EN
Lifting the Veil: The best ever investigative history of of what's really going on behind the scenes in our world
with over 500 links to reliable sources to back up the stunning picture that is painted. Knowledge is power.
Lifting the Veil - Want to know
The term comes from fringe UFO research, where the Men In Black have become the primary boogeymen.
The earliest citation comes from 1953: UFO researcher Albert Bender, who published a small newsletter
called "Space Review", explained a missed issue (which he had promised would blow the lid off the secrecy
about UFOs) by claiming that "three men wearing dark suits" had approached him and ...
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The Men in Black - TV Tropes
One of the first ways in which we learn to classify objects is into two groups: 1. living and 2. nonliving. In
casual encounters with the material universe, we rarely feel any difficulty here, since we usually deal with
things that are clearly alive, such as a dog or a rattlesnake; or with things that are clearly nonalive, such as a
brick or a typewriter.
Aliens - Atomic Rockets
(SPOILER WARNING) The Prometheus promotes the Alien Gospel, or ancient astronaut theory which is an
Illuminati satanic deception. This article explains the Nephilim/Alien deception.
The â€˜Prometheusâ€™ Movie: The Alien Gospel Deception
Welcome to Cheatinfo, your number one source for Gamecheats, Action Games, PC Cheats and Codes
along with high resolution game.Cheatinfo is updated everyday, so check back often for the latest cheats,
codes, hints and more...
Cheats, Cheat Codes, Trainers, Hints for Games - Cheatinfo
Further Reading. The Day After Roswell by Colonel Philip Corso A Former Pentagon Official Reveals the
U.S. Governmentâ€™s Shocking UFO Cover-Up. Review by Jon Roland of Colonel Philip Corsoâ€™s book
and revelations
A Dulce Base Security Officer Speaks Out - All-Natural
The Use of Invective in Apologetics by Sandy Simpson. This DVD is a message based on this article.. This
article is about the use of invective while attempting to do apologetics or teaching discernment.
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